
53 For a full list of essentials to responsible lending guidelines and practices for small-dollar credit, survey CFSI’s The Compass Guide to 
Small-Dollar Credit.

54 For more information on alternative underwriting, see CFSI’s report, Big Data, Big Potential: Harnessing Data Technology for the 
Underserved Market

55 Because of this issue, FICO 9 and other newer score models are starting to consider medical debt differently.

D. Underwriting and Eligibility

Don’t compromise on ability to repay (borrower capacity). Implementing an 
effective process for assessing a borrower’s ability to repay is essential to responsible 
lending.53  This can mean:

Working with borrowers to complete a household budget that is as realistic as possible 
and includes the projected loan payment.

Calculating a debt-to-income ratio.

Collecting bank statements, copies of bills, a tax return, credit report, benefit letters, 
and/or paystubs for third party verification of an individual’s budget. 

Offering up-to-date information on resources that can help an individual meet their 
needs, other than through your loan. 

Use alternative data to assess “character” and bolster underwriting. In recent years, 
there has been an influx of innovators utilizing non-traditional credit data to underwrite 
credit-invisible and thin-filed consumers. Such innovators use data ranging from rental 
data, utility payments, work history, and behavioral tendencies during application to assess 
borrower creditworthiness.54

 Kinecta Credit Union partnered with LexisNexis to use the company’s RiskView Score 
tool to expand access to a loan designed to help borrowers consolidate and pay off 
outstanding payday loans. Utilizing the platform helped Kinecta keep charge-off rates 
for the product below six percent.

Consider not counting or decreasing the weight of medical debt as a factor. Medical 
debt is often not a good indicator of someone’s credit worthiness, since medical issues can 
be outside of one’s control.  In fact, many CBA members choose not to use a person’s credit 
score as a key factor during the loan application and determination process because of the 
influence that these kind of debts may have.55 However, if a borrower is actively paying back 
medical debt, and has little room in their budget to afford loan payments, it is worth taking 
this into account as part of a borrower’s ability to repay.
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cfsinnovation.org/research/designing-high-quality-small-dollar-credit-insights-from-cfsis-test-learn-working-group/
cfsinnovation.org/research/designing-high-quality-small-dollar-credit-insights-from-cfsis-test-learn-working-group/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/cfsi-innovation-files/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/13062352/Big-Data-Big-Potential-Harnessing-Data-Technology-for-the-Underserved-Market.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/cfsi-innovation-files/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/13062352/Big-Data-Big-Potential-Harnessing-Data-Technology-for-the-Underserved-Market.pdf


When possible, give borrowers options 

for what types of documents they can 

provide and how they can provide 

them. CBA members reported that one 
of their biggest challenges at application 
time was getting all the right documents 
and information from applicants. Giving 
applicants options for types of documents 
they can submit, ensuring that none of the 
requirements are duplicative, and figuring 
out ways to streamline this process can 
reduce the burden on the applicant, and 
make the loan application process more 
efficient for you. For example, members 
have streamlined the application process 
by creating an online portal for submitting 
documents, helping applicants access 
documents that are available online, and 
having information on how to get a copy 
of your social security benefits letter  
on hand. 

Specifically when it comes to working with 
immigrants, allowing for alternative forms of 
identification can reduce barriers to application 
(see box below).

Identify criteria for automatic denial. 
If there are specific criteria that will 
lead to denial, communicate this to the 
borrowers upfront. If your organization 
has requirements around credit scores, 
number of recent overdrafts or late 
payments, length of time since bankruptcy, etc., it is important to be transparent about this 
from the beginning to save everyone time and money. 

Confirm that the applicant is working with a trusted partner that can ensure that they 
are a) applying for the appropriate type of residency and b) if pursuing naturalization, are 
prepared to meet the requirements. Nonprofit lenders are not expected to, nor should 
they, provide legal advice. But they can work to ensure that borrowers have received 
sound legal assistance from community partners. In addition, if the applicant is working 
towards naturalization, ensuring that the applicant is English proficient, and prepared to 
take the citizenship test, will ensure that the loan is going to good use. While no citizenship 
outcomes are guaranteed, if the applicant applies for an immigration path they are ineligible 
for, or not prepared for the other requirements of naturalization, this will result in a waste of 
funds all around. 

SCAM ALERT: 

Not everyone advertising to help immigrants 

pursue legalization has their best interests 

in mind, or the skills to help. For example, 

some attorneys may file an application for 

a residency status for which an immigrant is 

ineligible. This is a waste of time, resources, 

and hope. Additionally, some immigrants turn 

to “notarios publicos” or public notaries for 

help. In many Spanish speaking countries, 

notarios publicos are high powered lawyers. 

However, in the U.S., notaries do not have the 

legal training to give immigration advice. The 

Catholic Legal Immigration Network offers five 

key tips to avoiding immigration scams: 

1. Know that immigration forms are free!

2. Only go to an attorney or a Department of

Justice accredited representative to seek

advice about your immigration matter.

(See the DOJ list of pro bono legal service

providers here or find an American

Immigrant Lawyers Association attorney

here.)

3. Do not sign blank forms or forms that

contain false information.

4. Avoid paying your service provider in cash.

5. Keep copies of everything you sign,

including forms filed with USCIS.
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https://www.justice.gov/eoir/list-pro-bono-legal-service-providers
www.aila.org/


WHEN TO REQUIRE THIRD PARTY VERIFICATION?

Many CBA members were unsure of when to require third party verification for applicant 

information versus when to just take applicants at their word. For example, should an 

organization require bank statement to assist in creating a budget, or simply allow clients 

to create the budget from memory? The more third party verification you require, the 

more hassle the application process may be for the applicant. However, receiving accurate 

information may allow for a more realistic risk assessment of the loan application. 

Be flexible, but fair. Each borrower will bring a different story and circumstance. In some 
cases, it may make sense to allow for exceptions to the underwriting criteria. Leave room 
for flexibility within your underwriting policies and procedures, but ensure that flexibility 
doesn’t interfere with being a fair, transparent, and consistent lender. Again, this is 
particularly important to ensure that you do not run afoul of any lending laws around equal 
access to credit.

ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF IDENTIFICATION

Juntos Avanzamos, a network of credit unions seeking to better serve Hispanic 

communities guides members to accept a variety of ID forms including:

Passports

Individual Taxpayer Identification Numbers (ITINs)- see box on ITINs below

Matricular consular

Documento personal de identification (DPI)

Voter IDs

Municipal IDs

If one form of ID is expired, allowing the applicant to use the expired ID along with 

other identifying documents (birth certificates, utility or phone bills, etc.) can suffice
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www.cdcu.coop/initiatives/juntos-avanzamos-together-we-advance/

